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alcohol committee
By Janice M. Eisen
In its last meeting of the term,
the Undergraduate Association
Council last night passed motions
to commend the MIT administration's formation of a committee
to investigate the use of alcohol
on campus, and to commend Stephen D. Immerman, former assistant dean for student affairs,
for "invaluable contributions to
the quality of student life. . "
The UA Council also confirmed a secretary-general and
new officers for two of its general
committees, and unanimously approved the UA Finance loard's
proposed Undergraduate Association / Association of Student
Activities budget for 1984-85.
The motion concerning alcohol
use was authored by UA Vice
President Stephanie L. Scheidler
'85, who wvas not present at the
meeting. According to UA President David M. Libby '85, the
Office of the Dean for Student
Affairs is "taking a more active
role" in combatting excessive alcohol use, and has formed a
committee to investigate the
problem.
Scheidler's motion recommends "strong student representation'9 on the committee, and
demands the committee meet
once before the end of the current term.
The subject of student representation on the committee occasioned a good deal of discussion.
As originally written, the motion
recommended the representatives
be "appointed from the UA Office of the President . . . and appointed from the InterFraternity
Conference." Kip Dee Kuntz '85
said he felt this represented an
"overemphasis" on fraternity
participation.
Michael R. Candan, president
of the Class of 1985, said separate mention of the InterFraternity Conference is needed because the conference "represents
a lot of the campus." He said the
InterFraternity Conference 'at
this point has very little respect
for [the UA Council]" and does
not feel the council adequately
represents its interests.
Daniel J. O'Day '87 objected
to Candan's argument, saying the
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UA Council is "the legitimate represelatative" of all MIT undergraduates. Kuntz added that dormitories are "just as concerned"
with the problem of alcohol
abuse as are fraternities.
Scheidler's resolution was
amended to strike the reference
to the InterFraternity Council.
The amended resolution was then
passed by a vote of 12-1, with
four abstentions.
Immerman commended
The UA Council passed without objection a resolution commending Immerman, who recently left the Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs to take a position
in Resource Development. The
resolution states that Irnmerman
"fulfilled the highest ideals of the
Office of the Dean for Student
Affairs . ."
The council also voted to engrave the resolution on a plaque
to be presented to Immerman at
the Awards Convocation if possible, and to establish some permanent remembrance of him in student government.
Officers confirmed

In other business, the UA
Council confirmed the election of
Robin L. Barker "85 and Caleb
C. Wong '87 as chairman and vice-chairman of the UA Nominations Committee, and Mark J.
Fister '86 as chairman of the Student Committee on Educational
Policy. None of the three attended the meeting.
Libby nominated Tamara L.
Abell '87 as UA Secretary-General. The council confirmed her
without objection.
Win Treese '86, vice-chairman
of the UA Finance Board, presented the proposed UA/ASA
budget of $123,595 for 1984-85.
He said there would be a surplus
this year, which he estimated at
roughly $10,000, due to activities
not spending funds allotted.
The UA Finance Board will
now allocate funds to co-sponsor
parties, a function previously
filled by the UA Social Council.
Treese said the board was "not
impressed by the way the Social
Council allocated its money. The
Social Council will retain responsibility for Homecoming and
Spring Weekend events.
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By Charles P. Brown
The Activities Development
Board tabled a joint request from
Technique and The Tech to divide the Undergraduate Publications Trust Fund, which contains
over $11,600, and to move authority for administering the
fund from the Activites Development Board to the Undergraduate Association Finance Board.
The Undergraduate Publications Trust was established in
1935 by The Tech, Technique,
Tech Engineering News and Voo
Doo. The latter two organizations folded in the 1970s.
Several ADB members questioned the propriety of dividing
the trust between The Tech and
Technique. "Some of the money
is likely to have been contributed
by two now defunct organizations," said ADB member Wil-
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liam J. Hecht '61, MIT Alumni
Association executive vice president.
Anita Walton, program coordinator for dining and residence
programs in the Office of the
Dean for Student Affairs, said
she believed splitting the fund
would "create a headache for
[the two groups]."
Technique General Manager
Donald M. Davidoff '85 said
there inust be clearly defined procedures for disbursement of the
fund.
"[Technique] had a lean year in
1982. WVe came in for funds, and
were denied," Davidoff said. He
said that due to a variety of circumstances, including missing
several key publishing deadlines,
Technique lost $4000 that year.
"I do not see us getting to the
bottom of it today," said Kenneth

Faculty salaries raised
By Peter R. Vogeli
MIT has rapidly increased
professors' salaries in the past
few years in order to make its
salaries competitive with those
offered at other universities and
in industry, according to James J.
Culliton, director of personnel.
Salaries paid to professors had
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Students help themselves in Wednesday's Freshman-Sophomore ice Cream Orgy
which marked the beginning of the Spring Weekend this year.
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MIT's women crew team strokes their way to victory Saturday, winning the Smith
Cup for the first time in four years.
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become less competitive in past
years, Culliton added.
The Institute annually surveys
salaries paid to professors at universities which compete academically with MIT, and the results of
the survey are used to determine
the competitiveness of the MIT
professors' salaries.
For the 1983-1984 academic
year, MIT paid full professors an
average of $48.600 per year; associate professors $34,400; and assistant professors $27,200.
At those schools surveyed,
average yearly salaries for the
same period ranged from $38,000
to $58,000 for full professors;
$27,300 to $37,200 for associate
professors; and $22,900 to
$30,300 for assistant professors.
According to the survey, MIT
ranked sixth in average salaries
paid to full professors, third in
salaries paid to associate professors, and fourth in salaries paid
to associate professors.
The unversities included in the
survey are, in the order of decreasing professor's salaries:
Rockefeller University, Harvard
University, Stanford University,
the California Insititute of Technology, Yale University, MIT, the
University of Pennsylvania, Princeton University, the University
of Chicago, Columbia University,
the University of California at
Berkeley, Cornell University, the
University of Michigan, the University of Minnesota, and the
University of Wisconsin.
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C. Russell, ADB chairman. "I
would like to put this on the first
order of business for next fall."
After the meeting, Undergraduate Association President David
M. Libby '85, an ex officio member of ADB, said "The use of the
[trust] must be established ... it
is useless just sitting there."
The Activities Development
Board approved a $2000 disbursement from the trust to
Technique for new photography
darkroom equipment, and tabled
a request for $2000 from The
Tech to fund a project to index
its back issues.
Libby also said The Tech's request was rejected because members of the committee questioned
The Tech's need for the funds,
since The Tech has funds for capital expenditures and has an account set up for the indexing project.
"Any money that The Tech has
for the next year is needed to replace equipment that won't make
it until the next fiscal year," said
Scott 1. Chase '85, managing editor of The Tech, in an interview.
"We were hoping that this disbursement would enable us to
complete a substantial portion of
the [indexing] project over the
summer," he added.
In other business, the Activities Development Board approved a request from the UA Finance Board for authorization to
spend up to $5000 from its invested reserve account to help
fund the purchase of a computer
for the UA offices. The $5000
would supplement $3000 from
the UA Finance Board's operating budget.
The Activities Development
Board ended its meeting in a
closed session to discuss nominations for the William A. Stewart
Awards, which are given by the
board to recognize students for a
single contribution to a student
activity or event.
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The Pretenders are
back, and on stage at
the Orpheum. Page 7.
Peter H. Richardson
'48, director of
admissions, speaks out
on admissions and
enrollment in Course
VI. Page 8.
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From The Tech, May 1, 1934:
Technology men have long
complained of the great distance
between almost any two given
points around the Institute, but
for the first time an investigation
by a reporter of The Tech has revealed that there is a basis for the
complaint.
The average distance traveled
by a Technology student during
class hours was found to be
about five miles. This measurement was determined by a reporter who carried a pedometer in his
pocket for several weeks.
In rainy weather the person
who wants to go from the end of
Building I to the end of Building
2 without exposing himself to the
elements must travel almost
three-quarters of a mile, the pedomneter revealed. This was the
longest distance measured.
The second longest distance
was from the dormitories [Senior
House] to the Coop, almost half
a mile. This is about an eighth of
a mile farther than from the dormitories to the Kendall Square
subway station.
The dormitory resident who
wishes to stop at the information
office, Room 10-100, must travel
three-eighths of a mile to reach
his destination, while it is a trifle
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Open House today from 2 p.m.
until 10, under the auspices of
the Combined Professional Societies.
Exhibits ranging from $25
traps for catching mice to a model of a generator which may with
its 10,000,000 volts smash the
atom will engage the attention of
the spectators today. The latest in
streamlined trains, homing pigeons, and other items of scientific or Technological interest will
greet the guests . . .
Radio tubes, manufactured before the eyes of the visitors, will
be given to members of the audience after completion. These
tubes, however, will not fit the
average radio receiver because
they are experimental types built
for special apparatus only. The
Lentire apparatus for the tube L
manufacture will be open so that
each step may be seen plainly. I
One tube will be made every fifteen minutes.
In the same room, a machine
will test your breath by ringing a
bell. Another booth will show
that a woman's beauty is only
skin deep. At still another, the
Institute's electrical engineering
students go the penny arcades
one better by having a free peep
show.

THE HOMECOMING
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UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

CAD/CAM START UP
A start up company in Silicon Vally is looking
for top class Engineering or Computer Science
graduates to work on software development
of the next generation, SOLID based CAD/
CAM system for MECHANICAL DESIGN,
DRAFTING, ANALYSIS, MANUFACTURING

' ;--~

Terry Clayton

Visiting faculty member and family
seeks housing for 6-month period
beginning July 1.-All areas acceptable, but prefer either LexingtonBelmont or Beverly-Hamilton area.
Call Tom Peterson at (602) 7919688 or 621-6044 (collect). Excellent references.

i
!

Marakon Associates, a noted West Coast
management consulting firm which regularly
recruits at the Sloan School, is also interested in
hiring some bachelor's level graduates. It is
looking for self starters with strong conceptual,
analytical, and inter-personal skills and an
interest in business issues. Some course work in
finance and business policy would be an asset.
Further information about the firm is available
at the Office of Career Services, Room 12-170.
Condidates should write, enclosing a resume,
to: Mr. Andy Eckert, Associate, Marakon
Associates, 444 Market Street, San Francisco,
CA 9411

and FACTORY AUTOMATION. Candidates
should have extensive software development
experience, preferably in the CAD/CAM area.
Salary depends on individual qualification.
Excellent EQUITY PARTICIPATION is
available. Interested individual should send
resume to:

M.I.T. DRAMASHOP presents

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and

---

OPENINGS FOR S.B. GRADUATES
AT WEST COAST MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING FIRM
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farther from the Central Library
[now Barker Engineering Library] to Walker Library [then
located in the Francis Amasa
Walker MIemorial Building], not
counting the elevator trip.
Following the reporter's meanderings from Walker to the track
house [located where Room 26100 is today] reveals this distance
to be a quarter of a mile. It was
also discovered that participants
in the Technique Rush will have
to travel but one-quarter of a
mile to reach the infirmary [now
Green Hall]. From the entrance
at 69 Massachusetts Avenue
[Building 5] to the Building 6 entrance was also a quarter of a
mile.
The freshmen, it was found,
travel the greatest distance. This
was due mainly to drill, when
three times a week the lower
classmen march about a mile and
a half each drill period. One day
several weeks ago, a picture of
the R.O.T.C. was taken on the
steps of Walker, and that day the
freshmen marched and marched
for a total distance of two and a
half miles.
From The Tech, May 5, 1934:
Opening its doors to the general public for the eleventh time in
its history, Technology will hold

classified
advertising
phone number.
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1671 Dell Ave
Campbell, CA 95008

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE from
Washington DC. Literature and data-base searching, document retrieval, telephone interviewing, FOI
requests. Hundreds of libraries (including LC), NTIS, Federal agencies, etc. Satisfaction unconditionally guranteed. $10/hour. Martin
Channon (703) 276-8402.
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W'hy take everything home with you, .

Visiting Professor (woman) seeks
to sublet small, furnished house or
apartment Fall semester 1984. Will
care for plants, cats, etc. (non-canine). Is responsible home-owner.
Call Wyn Snow 3-6215 for more information.

10%

Play THE SURVIVAL GAME, a very
adult sport in which teams engage
in "combat" using air-pistois that
shoot paint-filled pellets. Interested
students urged to register today for
intercollegiate games. Call Owen
353-8334, or John 353-8337.

O

Discount

wUith Studeant I.D.

Brown & Finnegan Moving Service.
Local, long distance, overseas. No
job too small. Reasonable rates.
Regular trips all NE, NY, NJ, PA,
MD, DC. Call anytime 364-1927 or
361-8185.
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We Have The Lowest Airfares
To Europe And Across America!
For Free Color Brochure, Write To:
Campus Travel-Box 11387 St.
Louis, MO 63105.
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CONDO WANTED TO BUY save
Broler's Fees and deal directly with
an anxious buyer. 1 +bedrooms,
mid Cambridge, 600+s.f. 8993676 eves, 662-6660 9-5 call Joy.

... when you can leave it here?

DISCOUNT TRAVEL TO EUROPE:
From $99.
Travel to Rome, Athens, Lisbon,
London, Paris, Frankfurt, etc. from
only $99. each way. Call now or
send for your FREE brochure. Operators always on duty. Enclose one
dollar for postage and handling.
EUROPE EXPRESS, INC., 3460
Main Street, Hartford, Ct. 06120
(203) 522-6580.

With over 1500 rooms to choose from, Metropolitan can provide
you a room to keep your books, stereos and bicycles--even carS-for the summer or any period of time.
We are an agent of NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES and can
assist in your relocation to any part of the world.
So do yourself a favor and call Metropolitan at 547-8180, or stop
by at 134 Mass. Avenue in Cambridge, right across from MIT.

CONDOMINIUM FOR SALE
Functional, charming large studio
480 s.f. separate kitchen and bathroom, located Lee, Harvard Streets.
A bargain for $33,800. Low down
payment, financing, approximate
monthly morgage $300. Contact
Peter - Patricia 492-8259 or leave
message

c7
etropoitan 7oving and Storage
134 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
L....
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GENDER AND SCIENCE
Fifth in the Series
A_6
TOWARD A GENDER FREE SCIENCE

World
Syrians hold three Israeii officials. - Syria is holding three staff members of an Israeli liaison office
located in Christian-held Lebanese territory. Israel said it is holding Lebanon and Syria responsible for the
arrest. The three reportedly lost their way Tuesday while heading north from Beirut, where they were fired
on by a Syrian held border crossing. The Israelis then reportedly fled to Lebanese soldiers who turned
them over to Syrian officals.

Speaker:

Evelyn Fox Keller,

Respondent:

Kenneth Hoffman, MIT

Introducer:

Ann Friedlaender, MIT

MONDAY, MAY 7

Solidarity disrupts May Day parades - Lech Walesa and thousands of supporters of the outlawed
labor union Solidarity entered an official May Day parade in Gdansk, Poland on Tuesday. The marchers
shouted Solidarity slogans as they marched past a Communist Party reviewing stand. Street clashes were
reported in six cities as police dispersed the marchers.

professor of mathematics and
humanities, Northeastern,
visiting scholar, MIT

4:30 P.M.

RM. 9-150

Informal Supper and Discussion will follow

Nation

Co-Sponsored by
The Technology and Culture Seminar at MIT
Women's Studies at MIT

Mondale wins Tennessee, Jackson takes D.C. - Former Vice President Walter F. Mondale won
the Tennessee primary Tuesday with 40 percent of the vote, defeating Sen. Gary W. Hart of Colorado with
30 percent, and Rev. Jesse L. Jackson with 24 percent. Jackson won his first primary in Washington, D.C.
with 63 percent, swamping Mondale's 30 percent and Hart's 7 percent.
Reagan pleased with China trip - President Ronald W. Reagan said Tuesday after his six-day visit
to the People's Republic of China that he is heartened that China is accepting capitalism by allowing US
firms to establish branches there. He also said-he is optimistic about prospects for friendship and economic
cooperation with the "so-called communist China."
Senate committee zones federal land - A Senate committee has designated 3 million acres of
federal land as protected wilderness, while releasing millions more acres to logging, mining and other
development. Approval of the bills broke a three-year congressional deadlock, and may allow several other
wilderness proposals to pass Congress in the next few weeks. The bills will affect land in Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, but will probably have an impact on much of the country.

Loc:al
Markey withdraws from Senate race - Rep. Edward J. Markey withdrew his bid Tuesday for the
US Senate. Markey had been the first to to announce his campaign for the seat after Sen. Paul E. Tsongas
announced he would not seek reelection. Markey said this decision came because he felt he could best
continue to work for arms control and on Central American issues while in the House.

Weather
Here comes the rain again - Mostly cloudy today with showers and a chance for thundershowers.
Highs today of 58-62. Partly cloudy tonight with lows of 45-49. Showers again possible tomorrow, highs
of 56-60.
Ronald W. Norman
--

CASH & CARRY RUG CLEANING
WITH FREE SUMMER STORAGE
Ifyou pay for your cleaning in advance we will store your
rug from NOW to Sept. 30th for free.
(Carpets only; no padding).
Cambridge Rug Cleaning Co., Inc.
1157 Cambridge St.
Cambridge, Mass.

354-0740
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The challenge you've been waiting for, hoping for, training for, is just around
the comer Soon you could be working on the leading edge of one of AMD's
high-performance technologies.
* Multioroduct solutions for
· Advanced Bioolar

Local Area Networks
process to double circuit
density
· Developing new CAD
Resources
o Advanced telecommunications products
With your BS, MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering, Solid State Physics,
Materials Science or GComputer Science, you'll find all the technological
excitement your career can-handle at AMD. And all the rewards. We will
pass $550 million in sales for fiscal 1984 and our sights are set on breaking new records.
Ifyou crave the excitement of the world's fastest growing semiconductor
company.. ..
Send your resume to Toni Florian, Manager, College Recruiting,
Advanced Micro Devices, Dept. MIT, 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box
3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088. Or call TOLL FREE (800) 538-8450, ext.
4138 from outside California, or(408) 749-4138 inside California. An
equal opportunity employer.

Advanced
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Editor's note: The Tech received an open letter to President Paul E.
Gray '54.
Dear President Gray:
We are members of Baker House Dormitory and we would like to
discuss some matters concerning the commons food program at MIT
As you are probably aware, Baker has staged various peaceful and
non-peaceful demonstrations to gain attention to our cause. From
boycotts to foodfights, Baker has been trying to gain your attention.
We implore you to seriously consider what we have to say. Your staff
at Dining and Food Services does not even attempt to make concrete
improvements in the system. Their statistical summaries are never
complete.
1) We believe that commons costs too much. Paying $7.05 for dinner next year is excessive. Most of our fellow Baker residents never
reach cheap points. The fixed capital costs must be reduced, union
contracts updated, maintenance services improved in efficiency; something must be done. With lower fixed costs both the Institute and we
will benefit. Food buying practices must be examined and any hints of
misconduct must be eliminated.
2) We also believe that an Institute wide a la carte system must be
implemented this September. A la carte will serve two purposes. First,
it allows us to pay only for what we eat. No more eating massive
amounts of food just to justify the price we pay. Second, on an a la
carte system the proper incentive exists to bring about menu changes.
If no one eats an item, then it would be replaced by a more desired
alternative. But ultimately, we have control over our diet.
Dr. Gray, we are adults and we wish to be treated as such. Please
use your leverage to institute an a la carte system campus wide. Thank
you for your consideration.
Wayne Greene '84
and 1I10 other Baker residents
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Baker's residents
oppose commons
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Little posiitive in most letters

To the Editor:
Over the past year, Robert E.
Malchman and I traded about every printable insult imaginable,
which was no doubt amusing to
most readers of The Tech. Unfortunately, the 'real issues (if, in
fact, there were any) were never
seriously discussed at that time.
More recently, I have been
called [Feedback, April 27] a racist, an intellectual and a "careerist student politician," whatever
that is. I was urged in last Friday's letter to go "get beaten up"
in the South African mines.
Again, this sort of thing was
amusing to anyone who picked
up The Tech, especially my
friends. However, a few "juicy"
phrases are all anyone seems to
remember of the letter.
My letter, a response to Shiva
Ayyadurai's letter, ignored the
central issue and picked on Ayyadurai's writing style. In reading
his original letter, I sympathized
with him, but thought his method of presenting his argument to
be absurd. I also pointed out
what I felt was a gross oversimplification, on his part, of the
South African situation, but
failed to elaborate. Simply put, I
thought Ayyadurai's letter was
not at all thought-provoking; my
letter, in turn, was pretty trivial.
Then a third letter appears
(with more references to me and
my personal attributes than to
the South African problem itself), which psychoanalyzes me
and concludes that I am a racist
for pointing out the shortcomings of Ayyadurai's letter. So in
three weeks, and three letters,
nothing worthwhile has been said
on the subject of South Africa.
Last Fridayls letter was not serious enough to offend or insult
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me; I can only shrug it off and
hope that it had some entertainment value. I think, in general,
that is the only value most letters
to The Tech have. A few sentences of good, intelligent opinion are usually overshadowed by
paragraphs of personal attacks
and other sarcastic garbage (I've

written a lot of similar garbage
myself). I hope that in the future
we can stop the flaming, and
show that we are more intelligent, and less childish, than we
have demonstrated in the past.
Personally, I think it's kind of
embarrassing.
Mike Witt '84

Trivializing of women's
issues discriminatory
To the Editor:
I found the recent column by
Jacqueline Gottlieb [April 24]
amazingly naive and self-contradictory. She starts by complaining that the high visibility of women's issues here "blurs my
vision" and "forces me to fight
back, mostly for therapeutic reasons." Now that's a strong reactlon, I would say. But she ends
with "mostly, I laugh at all this;"
and "I found [discrimination in
Western society] amusing, rather
innocuous, and even interesting."
In trivializing women's issues
Gottlieb trivializes herself. Or
does she consider herself to be
above all the fray because she is
"excellent" enough to be at MIT:
"if to ten mediocre male engineers there is one exceptional
woman professional, the male/
female ratio at MIT and the frantic efforts to change it become
pitifully meaningless." Gottlieb
seems to be confusing excellence
with surmounting sexist barriers
that have nothing to do with
technical mastery. What is wrong
with having ten average (for
MIT) female engineers alongside
4
of the ten average male engi1
neers? Will that somehow dilute
1
her achievement at MIT, if there
are more women around?
4
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She goes on to say "being
privileged from infancy never to
have been discrminated against
... I have not understood what
discrimination [in Western society] is all about." Her lack of understanding of the women's
movement in this country just
makes her and her sometimes
pained, sometimes flip, outcry
appear foolish and ridiculous. Feminists are partly responsible for
the presence of women in significant numbers at MIT.
I seriously doubt that the editors would have had the courage
to publish such a column had it
been written by a man. If they
are so phobic of reverse discrimination that they feel compelled to
publish opinions discrediting the
Women's Weekend maybe they
should examine themselves as
possible practitioners (of reverse
discrimination) in publishing
Gottlieb's column.
Fanya S. Montalvo
Editors note: As explained in the
policy statement periodically
published in the opinion pages of
The Tech, columns represent theopinion of the author and not
neessarihaofhenewspaper.
We encourage the airing of a variety of opinions on issues of
concern to the MAIT community.
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Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, represent the official opinion of The
Tech. They are written by the Editorial Board, which consists of the chairman, editor in chief,
managing editor, executive editor, and news editors.
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Columns are usually written by members of The Tech staff and represent the opinion of the
author, and not necessarily that of the newspaper.
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Letters to the Editor are written by members of the MIT community and represent the opinion of
the writer.
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All submissions should be typed, double spaced, on a 57-character line and bear the authors'
signatures. Unsigned letters will not be printed, but authors' names may be withheld upon request.
I IL ...The. Tech. reserves the right ta edit or condense all letters.
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ELIJAH
Thle MIT Choral Society, led by John Oliver, conductor of the Tanglewood Festival Chorus, gave a
performance of Felix Mendelssohn's Elijah last Friday. The chorus was joined by vocalists from New
York and the Boston area, and a forty eight piece
professional orchestra. The concert took place at
the Sacred Heart Church in East Cambridge. These
photographs were made at two separate rehearsals
during the week of the performance at the same location.

Henry M. Wu
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The Pretenders' triumphant
The Pretenders at the Orpheum Theater,
Saturday, Apr. 28.
The Pretenders are, at long last, back.
The band is touring again, although half
the personnel are new to the group, and
they released their long-awaited new album
Learning to Crawl late last year. After an
injury to their drummer postponed their
1981 Boston appearance, the band finally
returned to the Orpheum Theater last
weekend for three sold-out shows. Their
Saturday performance, like their new album, was a display of their solid musicianship and creative writing ability.
The Pretenders wasted no time in energizing the crowd when they started their
concert with "The Wait." The group continued with a series of upbeat songs before
easing into a slower, more contemplative
mood. The versatility of the bands styles
created a danceable intensity that is sometimes reflective in nature.
This intensity displayed by the band set
the concert and the Pretenders above the
current barrage of populist bands. Chrissie
Hynde has turned toward more stylized
production and away from the raw sound
of the group's first album. Two drug-relat- ''"
ed deaths within the band coupled with ,
the birth of Hynde's child (Ray Davies of
the Kinks is the father) have spawned a
philosophical side evident in the group's
recent performance.
Throughout the concert the Pretenders
interspersed rough, fast-paced rockers.
with thought-provoking, moody music,
with the middle of the concert being dominated by the latter. The show's middle section was highlighted by "Thin Line Between Love and Hate" and "I Go to
Sleep." During these quiet parts, the emotion generated in concert amplified the
feeling intended in the two songs.
At one point Hynde pointed out that
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the Pretenders are not apolitical, but are
concerned with the "politics of love." Few
bands manage to repeatedly write songs
about love without having the lyrics eventually lose their integrity. The Pretenders'
"love songs" maintain interest because
they range in content from teasing songs
like "Bad Boys Get Spanked" and "Tat-

and "Precious." Drummer Martin Chambers stepped to the forefront during these
songs, and it was his energetic playing that
put the thrust in the final portion of the
show. "Up the Neck" particularly showcased his dynamic playing style as he
pounded the rhythm, flipped water from a
container into the air and tossed drumsticks in all directions. The reformation of
the group has allowed Chambers, who
along with Hynde ii one of the two original Pretenders, to capture the spotlight as
a figurehead leader of the band.
The Pretenders finished with a threesong encore which included one of the
band's earliest hits, "Brass in Pocket." The
encore capped a show which contained
most of the songs that the audience wanted to hear. The Pretenders didn't have
time to play all their hits, but their performance provided an evening of variety and
energy.
The sole drawback to this concert was
that it was performed at the Orpheum.
The confining ushers there tend to breed
lackluster crowds. The Pretenders,
though, are not a band that should be
watched while sitting down. The ushers
would have preferred an audience that was
restrained to its seats and not dancing in
the aisles; "but not me, baby, I'm too
precious .. "
Larry Coury

tooed Love Boys" to "Private Life," which
concerns the more painful sides of love.
They played a full range of such tunes at
the Orpheum and kept the performance
varied in content and in melody.
The band's roots surfaced again at the
end of the show when they closed with
"Mystery Achievement," "Up the Neck,"

The first thing you notice about hell is all the poodles
_Monaghan,
llU~~i111511111111
Poodles from Hell, written by Charles
illustrated by Mick Stevens;
Avon Books, unpaginated, $5.95 softcover.

_

'At first I felt a lot like I was walking
into a big, fancy party where I didn't
know anyone, but a guy who used to be a
tailor up in Canada came right over and
put me at ease. He found me something
cool to drink, introduced me to a few of
the others, and then let me stand off by
myself for a while so I could take everything in. Nice folks. Nice, nice place."
Regular readers of The New Yorker or
National Lampoon are probably familiar
with the warped humor of cartoonist Mick
Stevens. In Poodles from Hell, he teams
up with writer Charles Monagan to tell the
story of Howard Inkley, "the first cartoonist ever to make it into Heaven." The celestial powers-that-be, concerned over public
relations, commission Inkley to draw a series of cartoons depicting the advantages
of Heaven over Hell.
Inkley, given total artistic control and
free run of the afterlife, records his impressions of Heaven, Hell, and Purgatory,
beginning with his death in a clothes dryer
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100 Years of Music at MIT. MIT Symphony 100th Anniversary, David Epstein,
conductor, Barbara Hughey, violinist. Dix,
Brahms. 8:30 p.m., Kresge Auditorium,
$1.
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Psychology and Ethics, lecture by the
Ethical Society of Boston, 44 Commonwealth ave. 267-2049. Saturday. Free.
Speaker Stanley Wayne, clinical psychologist and president of the Boston Ethical
'Society.
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A Choreographic Salute: "Too Busby and
Agassiz, with Love," a fancied re- View, by
Claire Mallardi. Tonight at 8:30 p.m.; Saturday at 8:00 p.m. and midnight; Sunday
matinee 3:30 p.m. Presented at the Agassiz Theatre, 10 Garden Street, Cambridge.
Tickets $6.00. 495-8683 for reservations.
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Robert Xavier Rodriguez's comic opera,
Sour Isabella, (Sister Isabella.) Second
night of world premiere, Friday May 4 at 8
p.m. in the Boston University Concert
Hall, 855 Commonwealth Ave.
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Art Newbury Street celebration Sunday, 15 p.m., Newbury street. Stop by and see
Newbury Street transformed into a bedestrian mall from Arlington to Hereford
streets. Featuring simultanious openings at
25 art galleries exhibiting all kinds of modern and traditional art. Outdoor performances. 267-9416 for information.
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"What use society makes of my findings
I cannot say. I have merely done what I
saw as my duty. There were times when I
was scared, yes, and times when I was baffled. There were times when I really, really
had to go to the bathroom. If the so-called
tastemakers wish to ignore my work, let
'em. I can live with it (so to speak).
"Now it's party time for me."
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MIT Dramashop produces The Homecoming, one of Pinter's major works. May 3-5
and 10-12, at 8 p.m. in Kresge Little Theatre. Tickets: $4.50/$3.50 for MIT/
Wellesley students and senior citizens.

accident. Having accomplished his assignment, he then uses his new-found ability
to travel through time and space to find
out about the real story of evolution,
chronicle important events in the rise of
civilization, and provide a few tantalizing
glimpses into the future.
Stevens' Klibanesque drawings are often
hilarious and occasionally memorable;
each section of the book begins with a
page or two of explanatory text. Sometimes the writing is the best part; it's a
shame Monagan doesn't get the chance to
exercise his ability to be deadpan silly
more often. But that's my only complaint,
and Poodles from Hell seems destined to
join the ranks of cartoon classics.
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Interview

Rchardson dscusses a rn ss ons, Course V

Peter H. Richardson '48 has been Director of Admissions standable; to give the potential applicants a basis for ac-,
since 1972. He had previously served as Associate Direc- tion, and at the same time not to tell them that something
tor of Admissions and as a teacher in privateschools. is going to happen that isn't going to happen. We've got a
Richardson announced earlier this week he plans to ac- real dilemma, you're right.
I've got to be writing [the admissions] material now,
cept early retirement effiective Sept. 1. The interview was
and
we have a draft that essentially says MIT reserves the
condacted before this announcement.
right to restrict enrollment in certain, I think the word we
used is "areas" -a nice vague word which means we can
do anything we want.
I'm nost talking about what is right to do now, I'm talking about how one deals with the ambiguity that one's
dealing with today.
Q: Do you -hope that things will be altered so that it
doesn't become necessary to restrict access?
A: I do, yes. That's my personal opinionx. I hope it will
not be necessary to restrict access; but on the other handl,
you can't tolerate the kind of increase in student body and
the relative stability of the faculty in electrical engineering. One, just because you don't want to let the faculty
people carry the whole load, and two, because if the number of students in any one department grows too fast, it
kind of makes that end of the boat heavy, and you really
want mnore balance than that - intellectually more balance than that. It's not the workb it's the intellectual balance.
And the other thing is, I have a very strong conviction,
and I don't know whether I should say three years, or five
years, or seven years along, but I have a very strong conviction that this problem will go away. I've been sitting in
Tech photos by Henry Wu
this office now for 12 years and I remember the day when
Q: What do you think is the place of the admissions office the dean of engineering came down here anld said, "Peter,
in combatting Course VI overenrollment?
you've got to do something for me and get me more stuA: To execute and implement policies that are decided dents. We've got the world's best engineering school, and
*we don't have enough students." Well, that's not the probupon by the faculty and the administration.
Q. What have they decided so far with respect to what the lem that the electrical engineers are talking about today,
and that's a 12-year period. Actually, it's less than that
Admissions Office should do?
A: We should seek a more diverse student body, diverse in
because I'd been here a couple of years before he showed
interests, and that's a very clear message. It's one that we up. So, by the time you're married, and your first kid is
always have been interested in but never had quite so five years old, things are going to be a lot different.
much incentive to pursue.
Q: Did you do anything to get the dean of engineering
Q: How has the admissions process changed over the last more students? Did you alter your admissions policies in
any way after he talked to you?
few years?
A: Yeah, we modified some of our publications. We
A: It's not a new idea, but we've gone through a phenomenon in the last four or five years where things have been talked about engineering a little more strenuously . . .
going on well outside MI1T that have a tremendous impact
not only on us, but on institutions around the country.
,Q: Like what?
"I' want to get to the point where
A: Well, kids discovered there were computers, or parents
the terminal is about as important as
discovered there were computers, and gave them to their
the telephone.
kids. The marketplace has discovered that it needs people
with a sense of how to deal with these new things; adventure games and all that became very commnon. So all of a
Q: You're going to do the reverse now?
sudden, we've got a demand for people with skills that
A: Certainly. My staff will tell you that it's a little bit like
seem to be linked to the ability to manage these mnachines,
swimming upstream because we've noticed over the last
these new toys. And, at the same time, we've got an ecofour or five years that as you talk to high school seniors
nomic -depending upon whether you're a Republican or
when you ask them the question, "Well, now tell me what
Democrat -downturn, disaster, take your pick, and so
you're interested in studying," five, six, seven years ago;
all these things have come together to make what you and
you were getting answers that range from all the wvay
I call Course VI more visible, more available as a means
across the sciences, and occasionally an engineer. Nowa,
for coping with these items that I mnentioned. So, as has
they're all engineers. In other words, you're talking to
always happened, students' interests and understanding of
kids who have different thoughts. Then, as now, if you
the Job market track where the exciting, intellectual things
say, "Well,- now tell me what is electrical engineering?" or
seem to be going on...
whatever subject we happen to be discussing at the mnoQ: Do you find you're getting increasingly more students
ment, chances are pretty good that if you soften the quesinterested in computers applying to MIT as more of themn tion and say, "Tell me, when you say
you want to be an
discover what it is?
electrical engineer, what do you envision that you'll be
A: That's a question which I'm not sure I'm ready to andoing three to five years from now," they don't know. In
swer. Yes, there are more of themn, no question about
fact, I'm sure some freshmen at MIT may have trouble
that. There are more kids who are interested in computwith that one.
ers. But then, that's true of the world at large. You go
Q: Are these the same kids, but they have different ideas,
back 10, 20, 30 years ago and there weren't a lot of kids
Or different kids?
interested in computers. So the phenomenion, as I view it,
A: Well, they're different kids, but they're the younger
is a function of these forces coming together. And they
brothers and sisters of the same kids, all right? They'remove relatively fast.
coming from the same communities, they're coming from
On the other hand, 'if you take a look at things like
the same families, but they're at a different point in time.
changing the faculty of MIT, even if you thought it was
If their older brothers and sisters came in this cohort,
desirable, that takes place on a long time frame. A person
they would have looked'very much like them, so it's timncomes here and becomes a member of the faculty upon
ing . * graduation with their Ph.D. at 25 or 30 and then they
Q: What particular policies are you going to employ when
work until they're 65; that's 35 years.
you're recruiting the Class of 1989? Are you going to talk
So changing the Institution to meet demands is not alpolitical science to them? Are you going to admit a slightways easy, and if you've been reading about what the faly different group of kids? Are you going to encourage
culty's been doing -how much do you know about the
them to take more English?
discussions that have been taking place in the [Committee
A: If you will go back and look at what we've been doing
on Educational Plicy]?
for the last 10 years, I believe that we've been recruiting
for the broadest group of kids that we can possibly get.
We talked about the writing requirement two years before
"I'm
it was a fact. We had to get that far out ahead in order to
to be talking to the people when it became a fact and we
talked about pass/fail', we talked about UROP, we talked
a particular department.
about economics and political science, we talked about
what I consider the breadth and depth of this place. Be it
Q: I went to the open faculty meeting at which they decidathletics, be it women's issues, be it music, we try to say
ed not to take any action with respect to the Class of
MIT is a lot more'. . .
1988. Do you know what action will be takens with respect
Q: Yes, you're presenting the entire range of the Institute
to the Class of 1989?
to these kids, but do they then still say "Where are the
A: I wish I knew.
computers? "
Q: You're going to have to go across the country and start
'A: Yes.
telling these kids things.
Q: Is there anything you can do about that?
A: Absolutely.
A: Here's a very practical problem. We've got Project
Q: What are you going to tell them?
Athena coming down the road. How do you talk about
A: First of all, I'm going to tell them that MIT reserves
Project Athena? If you really listen very carefully to the
the right to restrict access to a particular department.
[Project Athena] people, they are trying to design someQ: Particular subjects like 6.001 [Structure and Interprething which is truly broad, truly creative, truly educationtation of Computer Programs) or majors like Course VIal -they don't always say that, but if you listen to them
3?
with your third ear, that's really where they're at. But if
A: I think the language will be written so as to cover both
you don't listen with that third ear, you sometimes get
those options. Our problem is to say today - because
caught up in some more mundane kind of stuff Our
what we put in print today will be around for at least a
probleml is to go out and talk so people hear with that
year -.,, ,~tb ft.%vnpL be ppqq1,, tort~coming,, and underthird ear, but all yDu-have to, do is say the word "'compu-

going to tell them that MIT
reserves the right to restrict access
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ter," and what happens? You begin to think of a room,
not unlike the one across the hall in the Glass Menagerie.
Lots of little screens with people sitting looking at them.
I have a too] over there called a telephone. I use it all
the timne. It's not an important appointment in this office.
I'd be helpless without it, but it's not an important appointment. If I set a terminal over there, it would change
the whole tone of the office. And I want to get to the
point where the terminal is about as important as the telephone. That's where it belongs.
Now, how do you get that message across? How do you
get it across to people who want to believe [computers
are] the new religion, the new magic, the new whatever.
Q: Priesthood, with them as priests?
A: Priesthood, with them as priests. Anld I don't want to
make-a bunch of priests, I want to get bright young people who think about ideas, who think about people, like
to be involved in making society work, andl I think it's a
must that they use mathematics. But I'm really looking
for something that's a lot more than that.
I thinky we, more than many around here, have been
talking and and thinking and doing this for many years,
but we're faced with a very tough dilemma. If we talk too
much about the Course VI problem, I'mn bringing everyone right back down to a focusing on this priesthood, as
opposed to getting them to think about their education.
The reality is, I'm old enough to know that people who
graduate from MIT don't do what they thought they were
going to do when they were high school seniors, and
probably don't do what they thought they were going to
do when they were seniors at MIT. How do you get the
message across to a group of people that are really anxious and really worried about how they're going to put
food in their mouths?. .
I mean, [many students think,] "Gee will I ever get a
job?" If anybody in this world is going to get a job, it's
going to be you guys, and what you ought to be concentrating o~n is broadening yourselves both intellectually and
as a person so that whatever set of problems you're dealing with six months, a year, two years from nowns you've
had some experiences that will1 stand you in good stead.
Now how do you say that, either in writing or in conversation with a young man or a young woman in ways that
they hear you?
Q: The faculty voted recently to waive the physics requirement under special circumstances? What do you think will
be the effect of that, and what are the special circumstances?
A: The intent of the faculty was that most students will
meet the requirements as they have in the past. But in
cases where particularly talented young men and women
haven't had the particular prescribed program that we
talked about, there will be some flexibility allowed to us.
We spent a lot of time saying to high school students,
"You must get physics, and you must get chemistry." Now
we can say, "Youl ought to take all of these, and if you
don't, we ought to know why you didn't do it, but we can
still consider you if you didn't," and that's a different

kind of message. Time and time

again,

I've had to look at

a young man or a young woman and on the 15th of October, say to themn, "sBut you haven't taken any chemistry.
It's OK for you to apply but you'll have to go to summer
school next summer."

-9
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That really sticks it to you, you've got to really want to
come to MIT to get over that hurdle. I now can say that
"You really ought to have some chemistry in your background. Maybe you otght to read a chemistry book next
summer, but go ahead and apply." There's a difference between the two comments. It's going to mean that we're
going to be able to cast the net a little bit more broadly.
The person that gets caught in this trap is more likely to
be a woman as opposed to a man, so that I think that's a
move in the right direction and I don't think any member
of the faculty will ever know the difference unless they
happen to go back and read the minutes of the faculty
meeting.I certainly know, that as director of admissions,
I have no intention of going out and trying to find different kinds of kids than what vwe've been getting. What I
want to do is to increase the pool of the same kinds of
kids, kids who are intellectually alive, kids who have high
energy levels, kids who knew how to do math and wanted
to, and yet be able to include in it kids who haven't had
physics or chemistry.
One of the happiest moments of my week is when I get
up and walk up and down this corridor and look at the
faces of those kids coming down that corridor. That is
about as diverse a group of people as you'll find anywhere; and certainly in terms of intellectual eill
igy and
capability, it's as bright.
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if this were a LSC slide,
you would have two seconds
to finish reading it.
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TEMPORARY JOBS!
MEDICAL CLAIMS
EXAMINER TRAINEES
Register Now!
O Start May 7, 1984
0 2 Mon-Fri shifts:
8am - 4pm
4:30 -. 8:30pm
0 Jobs last 3 mnonths
* Examine Medical Claims
Insurance forms
O Enter information on computer
O Knowledge of medical
terms and light typing
needed
* GREAT RATES
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every week you work
NO FEE!
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120 Tremont St
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Stickles
By Geoff Baskir
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-

Summer Jobs
Earn up to $300/week

+ more! All majors ap-

ply now. Start when you
want. Part-time available immediately.
Scholarships for leaders. For interview call
screening operator at
625-3280.

i

AID
You don't have to spend all your money
just to go home for summer. Just go home
on Trailways. We've got three moneysaving deals good through June 30 to get
you back home with change inyour pockets. Just bring these coupons and your
student i.D. to Trailways.
Ridng Apparel, 292 Boylston St , Boston

TECH NIGHT
AT THE POPS
The Boston Pops
Public Welcome
Thursday, June 7
8:00 pm

II

II

I
· Go home this summer, return in
*9 the fall and pay only $69.

I
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forhrdao.June3O,

t.
Ik Is.f 1.
Tickets: $17.00, $15.00, $9.50
$8.00 and $5.00 at
Building 10 Lobby
May 14 - May 25

L

10am -- 3 pm
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Help Service.
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Women's varsity crew

beats BU in Smith Cup
we lost every race for three years,
but this year we have a 6-4 record
so far," she said.
The junior varsity and novice
women also raced BU and Northeastern Sunday. The first novice
eight race was a photo finish,
Earle said. "BU was two boatlengths ahead of them at the beginning, but MIT brought it up
even going through the bridge
and kept it there until the last
thirty strokes. Our rowers gave
them quite a race," she observed.
The women will again face BU
in the final race of the season, the
Eastern Sprints May 13 at New
Preston, Conn. BU is the defending champion at the sprints,
which will also include Yale University, Radcliffe College, Dartmouth College, and the University of Wisconsin.
"'BU had a three-year winning
streak until this spring. They won
35 races in a row until they lost
to Princeton in April," Earle
said.

By Diana ben-Aaron
The MIT women's varsity crew
defeated Boston University LO
win the Smith Cup Sunday for
the first time since 1980. Boston
University had held the cup for
the last three years, according to
MIT coach Mayrene Earle.
The
eight-woman
crew
skimmed down the 1500-meter
course in 4:55.9, followed closely
by BU at 4:57.5. Northeastern
University brought up the rear at
5:7.3.
Linda E. Mar '85 coxed the
winning boat, with Elizabeth
Bradley G at stroke. Other rowers were Ruth M. Fricker '85, Jocelyn M. Patterson '84, Linda E.
Muri '85, Linda S. Siemer '84,
Maureen A. Sybertz '85, Heidemarie Stefanyshyn ' 84. and
Jeanne W. Simon '86.
The coach of the US womnen's
Olympic team, Robert Ernst, invited Bradley to participate in the
Olympic team trials as a result of
her performance in the race, said
Earle. Ernst was one of the starters for the race.
"The rest of the Olympic hopefuls have been training together
for four years, so this is something really out of the ordinary,"
Earle observed. The trials will be
held at Princeton the week of
M ay 14.
This season is an unusual one
for the other rowers as well,
Earle noted. "Before this season,
I-

-
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Varsity sports for this weeke
Women's crew: New Englands at Lake Quinsigamond
t
(Worcester, VA).
Men's sailing: Connecticut

College/Yale University Invita-

tional.

Men's sailing: New England Dinghy Championships at the US
Coast Guard Academy.
Sunday, May 6
m.
Baseball: Suffolk University at MIT, I p.m.
Women's sailing: Wheaton College Invitational.
Monday, May 7
Baseball: Northeastern University at MIT, 4 p.m.
Tuesday, May 8
Lacrosse: MIT at the University of Lowell.
Softball: Mount Holyoke College at MIT, 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 9

L

Men's tennis: Wesleyan University at MIT, 2 p.m.
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SHOP
16 Prospect Street
Central Square
492-2962

HAIRCUTS
any style
Open 7:30AM - 6:00PM
Closed Wednesdays
and Sundavs

i

WOMEN
Are you interested in Radio?
Do you like jazz, R&B,
and Women's Music?
If you'd like to
learn how to be an
Announcer and/or
Engineer on WMBR's
'Musically Speaking'
(Su ndays 1-3 p. m.)
call Melanie Berzon 494-8810
or 492-2777 x2300 and
leave a message
.L
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of supersonic jet aircraft and advanced electronic equipment.
But you can handle it. Because Navy
flight training gives you the navigation,
aerodynamics and other technical
know-how you need.
In return, Navy aviation demands
something of you as an officer:
Leadership.
Your path to leadership starts with
officer training that's among the most
demanding in the military. It's intensive
leadership and professional schooling
combined with rigorous Navy flight
training. And it's all geared to prepare

you and other college
graduates for the
unique challenge of
Navy aviation. The
program is tough but
rewarding.
One important
reward for Navy
officers is dC.ecision-
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bound desk job, reach
for the sky. Reach for
the coupon. Find out
what it takes to be
part of the Naval
Aviation Team. You
could have a desk
that fies at twice the
speed of s ;ound.

-

(Area Codei
Best Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to |
furnish any of the information requested. Of course, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posI.
L tions for which you qualify.
;

I

~~SHIRTSLv
'ti

_

O Please send me more information about becoming a member of the Naval Aviation Team. <0A)

|Phone Number

ol

e

l I,!

\makinag authority.
In the air, and on the
rug)v<W~iX§>^
Iground,
you have
managementresponsibililty from the begin
ning, And your
responsibility grows
as you gain experience.
No company can give you this kind of
leadership responsibility this fast. And
nothing beats the sheer excitement of
Navy fling.
The salary is exciting, too. Right
away, you'll earn about $185300 a year.
That's better than the average corporation will pay you just out of college.
And with regular Navy promotions and
other pay increases, your annual
salary will soar to $31,100 after four
years. That's on top of a full package
of benefits and privileges.
Before you settle down to an earth-

NAVY OPPORTUNITY
_
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015

I Major/Minor
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JOHN'S BARBER
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T ils Deski an Reach Mach 2

I

NEW ENG.LAN7

I

v
Women's sailing: Regis Bowl at Brown University.
Softball: Nichols College at MIT (double-header), I p.m.
Men's Tennis: MIT at the University of Connecticut.
Track: New Englands at Bowdoin College.
Weekend

ticated combination

b

I
I

Saturday, May 5
Men's crew (heavyweight): MIT and the University of Wisconsin at Dartmouth College (Cochrane Cup).

Some desk jobs are
more exciting than
others..
As a Navy pilot
or flight officer, your
desk cana be a sophis-
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Navy O~f ier
Get Responibility Baste
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Rldtng Apparel, 292 Boylston St., Boston
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